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Abstract: The Chinese tourism industry has been developing rapidly for the past several years, and
the number of people traveling has been increasing year by year. However, many problems still beset
current tourism management. Lack of effective management has caused numerous problems, such
as tourists stranded during tourist season and the declining service quality of scenic spots, which
have become the focus of tourists’ attention. Network search data can intuitively reflect the attention
of most users through the combination of the network search index and the back propagation (BP)
neural network model. This study predicts the daily tourism demand in the Huangshan scenic spot
in China. The filtered keyword in the Baidu index is added to the hybrid neural network, and a BP
neural network model optimized by a fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) based on the web search
data is established in this study. Different forecasting methods are compared in this paper; the results
prove that compared with other prediction models, higher accuracy can be obtained when it comes
to the peak season using the FOA-BP method that includes web search data, which is a sustainable
means of practically solving the tourism management problem by a more accurate prediction of
tourism demand of scenic spots.

Keywords: tourism management; hybrid method; fruit fly optimization algorithm; neural network;
web search data; forecast of daily tourism demand; optimization method

1. Introduction

The Chinese tourism industry has grown along with development of the Chinese economy. According
to statistics, the number of inbound and domestic tourists in China are increasing year by year and the
tourism industry is developing rapidly [1]. Such rapid growth has resulted in tourism management
problems requiring urgent solutions, including forecasting tourism demand especially when large numbers
of tourists travel to scenic areas for short-term visits. Management is under considerable pressure, and any
negligence can cause serious public safety problems. For instance, on 2 October 2013, many tourists were
stuck at the entrance of Jiuzhaigou Valley because of overcrowding. To prevent this from happening again
and ensure tourism develops healthily and sustainably, the forecast of tourist flow, especially short-term
forecasting, is an important research direction.

Forecasting methods used in the past include an econometric model [2], a time series model [3,4],
artificial neural network and support vector machine, and hybrid methods [5]. Most of these techniques
are based on historical data, but the long lag period of the predicted values often leads to problems.
At present, an increasing number of scholars regard network search as an important and leading source
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of research data and timely information [6]. When people search for information on the Internet, their
search record can reflect their concerns.

This study aims to propose an effective short-term tourism demand forecasting method that can
effectively forecast daily tourist flow on the basis of web search data and back propagation (BP) neural
network optimized by a fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA). Meanwhile, the hybrid neural network
contains selected web search data in order to optimize the prediction effect of the model, which is
proved to be effective in this study.

This paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 gives the background of this study. Section 3 proposes
the process by which the model is built to forecast the tourist flow using network search data. Section 4
provides the process of empirical study. Section 5 presents the result and evaluation of our study.
Finally, Section 6 discusses the contributions of this work and implications for further research.

2. Background

2.1. Research on Tourism Demand Forecasting

In recent years, a number of research on the prediction of tourist flow and various prediction
methods have been proposed, including an econometric model, a time series model, artificial neural
network and support vector machine, and hybrid methods [5]. Econometric models [7,8], which are widely
used for forecasting tourism demand, analyze the causal relationships between dependent variables
(tourism demand) and explanatory variables (influencing factors). A time series model is always based
on historical data, and many scholars use this model to research tourism demand forecasting [9]. With the
development of computer technology, artificial intelligence methods such as artificial neural network and
support vector machine are being applied in the research on tourism demand forecasting [10,11]. Some
scholars propose hybrid methods by combining an econometric model and artificial intelligence method
or time series models [12]. No single model works in every situation because different models have their
own applicable occasions [5]. Genetic algorithm is used to optimize neural network to improve prediction
accuracy [13]. A vector error correction model (VECM) was used for forecasting the tourism demand
of Jeju Island [14]. Neural networks (NN) are used to improve the accuracy of the Grey–Markov (GM)
forecasting model [15]. An autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model is used to predict
the urban residents’ future travel rate in five years [16].

The researches of the above scholars focus on the tourism demand forecasting in a long-term
forecasting such as several years and months. Daily forecasting is rarely studied by scholars, and
deserves further study, and which is concerned in this study.

2.2. Forecasting with Network Search Data

Internet search is an important channel for people to search for information. With the popularity
of mobile Internet, people can more conveniently inquire information through search engines [6].
In recent years, the use of network data has also provided a new data source and analysis basis for social
science. Ginsberg et al. [17] used the Google search engine to determine whether the online search
index of flu-related keywords was highly correlated with the number of people with influenza in the
same period. The researchers successfully predicted the trend of influenza outbreak and proved that
the search index has a certain predictive ability for the epidemic. The method of network search index
as a prediction tool quickly spread in different research directions. Valuable research achievements that
have used this method include predictions on a film box office [18], consumer confidence index [19],
unemployment [20], and stock market [21].

Baidu is the largest search engine in China and has the most users. Research also shows that when
studying consumer behavior, Baidu search has higher predictive power than Google search [22].
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3. Methodology

This study proposes a complete modeling process—from selecting the keywords, getting the Baidu
index, analyzing the correlation between daily Baidu index and actual total tourist flow, and choosing
the index with the most correlation, to building forecasting models and evaluating the corresponding
performance. The steps are shown as follows:

(1) Select the keywords. This step depends on the process by a Chinese traveler who is considering
the plan to visit a scenic spot. Before traveling, he/she may search for information about destination,
weather, strategy, price, hotel, and the like on the Internet. The traveler defines the keywords related to
his/her destination.

(2) Obtain the corresponding keywords from Baidu index for correlation analysis. The Baidu
index is based on the search volume of netizens in Baidu. It takes keywords as the statistical object
to scientifically analyze and calculate the weighted sum of the search frequency of each keyword in
Baidu web search.

(3) Considering the lag in web search, set the lag time and analyze the correlation between the
Baidu index and actual total tourist flow. The most relevant lag period will be selected.

(4) The improved FOA algorithm is used to optimize the BP neural network. A hybrid FOA-BP
model is established in this study in order to predict daily tourism demand.

(5) Determine the parameters in the model in order to train the model.
(6) Evaluate the accuracy. Genetic algorithms–back propagation (GA-BP) neural network and

particle swarm optimization–back propagation (PSO-BP) neural network are selected as the benchmark
models. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is selected as the evaluation standard.

Current research on keyword selection method has not reached a consensus yet. At present,
the three main methods of keyword selection [6] are as follows: technical method, direct method, and
scope method. With the technical method, all possible keywords should be brought into the research
scope via high-performance computer technology. The direct method determines the keyword directly
by subjective experience. The scope method initially determines the range of a choice of words and
then selects keywords within the range.

3.1. Back Propagation Neural Network

The neural network of error BP training algorithm, or BP network, is a multilayer feedforward
network with hidden layers, which systematically solve the problem of learning the connection weight
of hidden units in multilayer networks. If the number of input nodes of the network is M and
the number of output nodes is L, then the neural network can be regarded as the mapping from
M-dimensional Euclidean space to L-dimensional Euclidean space. This mapping is highly nonlinear.
The structure diagram of the BP network is shown in Figure 1.

Its basic principle is the gradient maximum drop method, and the central idea is to adjust the
weight (Wi j, Wki) to minimize the total error of the network. Gradient search technology is adopted
to minimize the error mean square of the actual output value and the expected output value of the
network. In the network learning process, the error (ek) propagates back and corrects the weight
coefficient. The vulnerability to many external factors, such as weather, weekend, holidays, and so on,
causes tourist traffic to be highly nonlinear. Traditional statistical models cannot easily show these
complex nonlinear features [23]. Owing to the strong nonlinear mapping ability of the BP neural
network, it is selected as the prediction model of this study.
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Figure 1. Back propagation neural network. 
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3.2. Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm

There are several intelligent algorithms before such as genetic algorithms (GA) proposed in
1975 by Holland [24], and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) proposed in 1995 by Eberhart [25].
Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) is a new swarm intelligent algorithm proposed in 2011 by
Wen-Tsao Pan [26], and at present the research is still in the initial stage [27]. The algorithm is simple in
process, with few control parameters and easy to implement. Some scholars have successfully applied
it to structural engineering design optimization problems [28], wireless sensor network layout [29],
resource-constrained project scheduling problems [30] and other fields.

Standard fruit fly optimization algorithm steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialize population size, termination criterion, and the fruit fly swarm location (ao, bo).
Step 2: Foraging with smell. Individual flies use their sense of smell to find random distances and

directions for food. Generate the ith location of fruit fly randomly as (ai, bi):{
ai = ao + RandomValue
bi = bo + RandomValue

(1)

where RandomValue means random distances and directions.
Step 3: First, the distance from the origin (Dist) is estimated, and then the determination value of

smell concentration (S) is calculated, which is the reciprocal of the distance:

Disti =
√
(ai2 + bi2) (2)

Si =
1

Disti
(3)

Step 4: Substitute Si into the smell concentration determination function to find the smell
concentration:

Smelli = Function(Si) (4)

Step 5: Find the fruit flies with the lowest concentration of smell (strive for the minimum):

bestSmell = min(Smelli) (5)
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Step 6: The fruit fly swarms fly towards this position using vision, and record the best smell
concentration and position: 

i∗ = argmin
{
i : Function(Si) = bestSmell

ao = ai∗

bo = bi∗

(6)

Step 7: Iterate to see if the new Smell is better than the previous one, terminate the search progress
when reaching the termination criterion. Otherwise, repeat the steps 2–6 above.

The fruit fly optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 2:
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3.3. The Hybrid Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm-Back Propagation Model with Web Search Data

The hybrid FOA-BP model optimizes the connection weight and threshold of the neural network
to improve the generalization ability and learning performance of the BP network, so as to improve the
overall search efficiency of the initial BP neural network.

The optimization process is actually the change of fruit flies’ position. Meanwhile the learning
process of BP neural network is actually the updating process of weights and thresholds. Therefore, it
can be considered that the smell concentration value of each fruit fly group corresponds to the weight
value and threshold value in the BP network iteration process, the number of fruit fly population
depends on the number of parameters to be optimized and the neural network output error of training
samples is used as the smell concentration determination function. In the foraging process, the position
change of the fruit fly can minimize the error of the network. At the end of each iteration, the fruit
fly with the best smell concentration is regarded as the current globally optimal fruit fly. When the
training process is repeated repeatedly until the error meeting the requirements or the number of
pre-set iterations is reached, the search terminates. At this time, the set of weights and thresholds
obtained are the final results.

The whole process in this study is shown in Figure 3 as follows:
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4. Empirical Study

4.1. Data

This paper takes the Mount Huangshan scenic area as an example of a famous Chinese scenic
spot. Mount Huangshan is listed as a United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) world natural and cultural heritage site in 1990, and was selected as one of the first global
geoparks in 2004. In 2017, there were 3.3687 million visitors from around the world.

The daily historical data selected are from 2015 to 2017, and all data were obtained from the
research project in cooperation with the Huangshan scenic area and the network search index (i.e.,
Baidu index) from the large data in the Baidu search engine. Baidu’s massive Internet behavior data
are based on a data-sharing platform. The search index is based on the search volume of netizens in
Baidu, and it takes keywords as the statistical object to scientifically analyze and calculate the weighted
sum of the search frequency of each keyword in the Baidu search engine.

4.2. Keyword Selection

This study comprehensively used the direct method and scope method based on the tourism
decision-making process and the related information that visitors would want to focus on before traveling
to their destination. This study selected relevant keywords, including “destination”, “destination +

guide”, “destination + travel guides”, “destination + tickets”, “destination + weather”, based on the
tourism destination, strategy, ticket price, scenic spots, weather, and accommodation, among many other
factors. Finally, 50 initial keywords related to the decision-making process were selected. On the basis of
the Huangshan scenic area, this study chose “Huangshan”, “Huangshan tourism guide”, “Huangshan
tickets”, “Huangshan guide”, “Huangshan weather”, and “Huangshan accommodation” from 50 initial
keywords as benchmark keywords according to its correlation with passenger flow and queries the
corresponding Baidu index. At the same time, a keyword-mining tool (http://tool.chinaz.com/) was
employed to verify that the above six keywords are the top keywords. To verify the correlation between
keywords and actual number of tourist flow, this study analyzed the correlation between six keywords
from Baidu index and the actual number of total daily tourist flow to the Huangshan scenic spot. Table 1
shows that the correlation analysis results with a confidence level of 0.01.

Table 1. Results of correlation analysis.

Keywords Correlation

Huangshan 0.471
Huangshan tourism guide 0.551

Huangshan weather 0.102
Huangshan guide 0.417

Huangshan accommodation 0.323
Huangshan tickets 0.449

The table reveals that the four keywords with high correlation degrees were “Huangshan”,
“Huangshan tourism guide”, “Huangshan ticket”, and “Huangshan tourism guide”, with correlations
of 0.471, 0.551, 0.449, and 0.417, respectively. Meanwhile, the correlation between the Baidu index of
“Huangshan weather” and “Huangshan accommodation” and the total passenger flow was relatively
low (less than 0.4). The four keywords with high correlations from the Baidu index were selected as
input variables of the prediction model.

4.3. Data Preprocessing

The FOA-BP neural network model in this study was established using MATLAB R2016a software.
To improve the prediction accuracy and stabilize the data before using the BP neural network for

http://tool.chinaz.com/
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training prediction, the original data sequence of the total population was normalized to [0, 1] by
mapminmax function. The formula is as follows:

Yt = (
Xt −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
) (7)

where Xt is the passenger flow on day t in the original one-year data series, Xmin and Xmax are the
minimum and maximum values of the original sequence, respectively.

4.4. Selection of Input Variables

Data sets in this paper include actual traffic data of the Huangshan scenic spot from 2015 to 2017.
To contain the characteristics of the whole data set, data from 2015–2016 were selected as the training
set and the 2017 actual tourist flow data were selected as the test set. The tourist flow prediction model
was built based on the FOA-BP neural network containing web search data. The past total number of
people, weather, weekends, and official holidays were selected as input variables [23], and the Baidu
index of relevant keywords was used as the input variable. Weather, weekend, and official holidays
were added into the model as dummy variables.

(1) Daily total number of tourists in the past.

Past total number of tourists had four corresponding rules: by date, by week, by total number of
tourists last week, and by total number of tourists the week before last. The correlation analysis results
of past total number of tourists and target total number of tourists are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of correlation analysis.

Corresponding
Rules By Date By Week By Total Number of

Tourists Last Week
By Total Number of Tourists
the Week before Last Week

Correlation 0.416 0.376 0.258 0.171

Note: “By date” means the rule is that “2017-01-01” corresponds to “2016-01-01”.

Therefore, the past total number of tourists corresponded by date is selected as the input variable X1.

(2) Weather.

Weather was added into the model in the form of the dummy variable X2:

X2 =

{
1
0

, 1 represents severe weather such as blizzard, heavy snow, moderate snow, heavy rain,

heavy rain, thundershowers, and showers; 0 represents non-severe weather such as sunny, cloudy,
and drizzle.

(3) Weekend.

Weekend was added into the model in the form of the dummy variable X3:

X3 =

{
1
0

, 1 represents weekend; 0 represents workday.

(4) Official holiday

Official holiday was added into the model in the form of the dummy variable X4:

X4 =

{
1
0

, 1 represents official holiday; 0 represents ordinary day.

(5) Baidu index of keywords

Through the previous analysis, we selected four keywords which have the highest correlation:
“Huangshan”, “Huangshan tourism guide”, “Huangshan ticket”, and “Huangshan tourism strategy.”
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Given the lag period between searching information on the Internet and going to travel, this study
respectively analyzed the correlation between the Baidu index of the four keywords with a lag period
of one day, two days, and three days to a week, and the actual total number of tourists. As shown in
Table 3, the Baidu index of keyword with a lag period of two days has the highest correlation with the
actual total number of tourists, and was thus selected as the input variable of the model.

Table 3. Results of the correlation analysis of different lag periods.

Correlation with the Total Number of People

Lag Period Huangshan Huangshan Tourism Guide Huangshan Guide Huangshan Tickets

1 0.511 0.629 0.554 0.544
2 0.518 0.638 0.606 0.560
3 0.459 0.581 0.567 0.498
4 0.404 0.512 0.496 0.432
5 0.371 0.458 0.411 0.379
6 0.309 0.408 0.351 0.304
7 0.257 0.372 0.291 0.253

4.5. Building the Model

The tourist flow in peak season (from April to October) presents strong nonlinear characteristics [23].
Compared with the traditional time series prediction model, BP neural network can deal with these
complex nonlinear relations well. Usually, the three-layer structure of the BP neural network is enough
to reflect the complex nonlinear relationship. Thus, the current study set up a three-layer structure of
the FOA-BP neural network. Nine hidden layer nodes and one output layer node were chosen based
on many experiments. Previous experiments show that using a sigmoid function as the activation
function between the hidden layer and the output layer can have the good prediction effect. As a type
of elastic algorithm, trainrp has the advantage of fast convergence speed and small footprint compared
with functions such as trainlm, trainscg, and traingd. The trainrp function can likewise achieve better
prediction effect, and was selected as the training function of the model in this study.

5. Empirical Results and Evaluation

The GA-BP model, and PSO-BP model were selected as the benchmark model in this study.
The prediction result of the model mentioned above were compared with the benchmark model.
The input variables of the model we proposed included the past total number of tourists, weather,
weekend, official holiday, and Baidu index of keywords (from 0 to 4 keywords). The input variables
of the benchmark model only included weather, weekend, and official holiday. In evaluating the
prediction effect of the model, MAPE indicator was selected. The formula is as follows:

MAPE =
1
n
(
∑∣∣∣∣∣Y −Xt

Y

∣∣∣∣∣) × 100, t ∈ 1, 2 . . . . . . n (8)

where Y represents the actual number, and Xt represents the predicted value.
The comparative experiments in this study were divided into two categories: the prediction

results of different models including/excluding the web search data.
Table 4 shows the accuracy of different models excluding the web search data.
Tables 5–7 show the accuracy of different models including the web search data.
According to the predicted results in the tables above, GA-BP, PSO-BP and FOA-BP models

including the web search data had a better accuracy than the benchmark models excluding the web
search data; the average accuracy of the whole year was improved to a certain extent. Also, more
keywords make the result more accurate. From the tables above it can be seen that the average accuracy
from April to October was more accurate than in the whole year, especially in June, July and August.
Meanwhile, there were also some limitations; the accuracy in January, February, March, November
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and December was not good enough, but the results were still better than the benchmark models. One
of the reasons could be that the actual value is small; usually there are only 1000 to 2500 tourists, which
likely leads to a high numerical deviation.

Three models including the web search data have an approximate accuracy for the whole year,
however, from the result shown in tables above, the accuracy from April to October of the FOA-BP
model is better than that of the GA-BP and PSO-BP models.

The time from April to October is considered the peak season of the Huangshan scenic spot
traditionally [23]. The accuracy of the predicted value in this period has more significance for
the tourism management of the scenic spot because there are many more tourists in this period.
The predicted result and the actual value are shown in Figure 4. Compared with January, February,
March, November and December, there are more tourists in this period. As is shown in this study,
the FOA-BP model including the web search data achieved the better predicted value compared to
benchmark models. As a result, more advice can be provided for the management of scenic spots,
such as increasing the corresponding staff to ensure the work efficiency of scenic spots to avoid the
occurrence of stranded tourist events.

Table 4. Results of different models excluding the web search data.

Month
MAPE (%)

GA-BP PSO-BP FOA-BP

1 53.63 58.62 63.41
2 50.99 52.98 49.49
3 46.60 45.09 42.64
4 27.63 32.51 37.52
5 43.63 43.11 36.43
6 32.01 35.99 32.61
7 22.73 20.69 19.23
8 16.83 22.18 18.29
9 31.61 26.93 29.31
10 30.34 28.98 26.10
11 39.00 33.54 36.30
12 57.18 59.43 61.07

The average from April to October 29.23 29.93 28.58
The average for the whole year 37.57 38.25 37.61

Table 5. Results of GA-BP model including the web search data with 1–4 keywords as input.

GA-BP
MAPE (%)

One Keyword Two Keywords Three Keywords Four Keywords

1 58.74 45.78 53.94 53.06
2 40.46 33.93 36.54 47.37
3 41.24 41.04 40.12 36.74
4 32.96 26.47 27.64 30.75
5 38.63 35.89 34.30 40.13
6 30.41 30.88 28.06 32.49
7 23.02 23.59 20.68 18.67
8 16.34 17.39 15.49 14.85
9 41.06 34.07 37.21 28.74

10 34.75 28.04 31.45 29.67
11 28.55 25.30 24.92 26.98
12 51.54 32.45 44.47 44.59

The average from April to October 30.91 28.08 27.85 27.84
The average for the whole year 36.36 31.19 32.81 33.47
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Table 6. Results of PSO-BP model including the web search data with 1–4 keywords as input.

PSO-BP
MAPE (%)

One Keyword Two Keywords Three Keywords Four Keywords

1 54.29 58.31 63.13 43.36
2 40.67 39.47 37.68 50.33
3 46.53 39.31 37.86 37.54
4 31.58 32.96 31.35 30.35
5 36.50 35.75 36.64 34.44
6 35.22 30.59 24.43 25.51
7 18.98 19.16 13.91 15.95
8 26.94 16.74 24.56 20.42
9 34.88 33.52 41.86 36.81

10 30.32 29.89 27.84 26.36
11 30.10 43.27 30.74 31.76
12 43.96 46.77 55.70 48.98

The average from April to October 31.44 28.21 28.71 27.06
The average for the whole year 36.32 35.35 35.46 33.39

Table 7. Results of FOA-BP model including the web search data with 1–4 keywords as input.

FOA-BP
MAPE (%)

One Keyword Two Keywords Three Keywords Four Keywords

1 58.66 65.00 65.62 72.91
2 42.04 40.59 39.05 36.40
3 42.12 36.50 36.16 36.72
4 34.03 29.35 30.43 29.57
5 41.84 32.51 33.67 33.90
6 30.78 23.98 22.72 24.59
7 19.58 16.24 13.50 11.80
8 16.32 19.39 16.26 16.42
9 32.04 34.78 39.36 35.71

10 28.48 29.65 29.64 27.49
11 29.11 26.93 28.30 26.00
12 58.25 53.15 52.34 52.14

The average from April to October 28.90 26.45 26.48 25.60
The average for the whole year 36.03 33.94 33.81 33.55
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In general, the hybrid FOA-BP method on daily tourism demand forecasting with web search
data proposed in this study can effectively improve the tourist flow prediction accuracy in peak season.
Furthermore, the hybrid method proposed was better than other benchmark models with regard to the
peak season, which proves the validity of the method in short-term daily tourism demand forecasting.

6. Conclusions and Implications

The rapid development of tourism in recent years has become an important part of the
Chinese economy. Thus, the problem of tourism management has become more and more pressing.
The prediction of tourist flow, especially short-term tourist flow during peak season, is crucial for
tourism management departments. The management department needs to effectively predict future
tourism demand, so as to maintain the sustainable development of the scenic spot and avoid damage
caused by excessive tourists. A hybrid FOA-BP model is established in this study, which is proved
to obtain a more accurate prediction compared with other intelligent algorithms when used in
short-term daily tourism demand forecasting. The hybrid model can effectively help the management
department to carry on the sustainable management to the scenic spot. Furthermore, taking the famous
tourist destination Huangshan scenic spot as an example, this study discusses the application of
the Internet search index in the forecast of short-term tourist flow. Moreover, it establishes a model
combined with the Baidu index to predict short-term tourist flow. In the selection of Internet search
keywords, the benchmark keywords are selected according to the characteristics of the research objects.
The benchmark keywords should be reasonable, operable and as comprehensive and accurate as
possible. Combining the direct method and the scope method, this study selects the keywords that
are related to the destination tourist attractions and have a high search volume, and from which the
keywords with a high correlation degree are selected. Considering the lag period between online
search and travel, the network search index of the lag period with the highest correlation between
related keywords and total number of people is selected through the correlation degree analysis.
Experimental results show that the network search index can greatly improve the prediction effect
of the original model and is more effective than the benchmark model. However, there are some
limitations in the experiment which deserve further study, such as a more accurate keyword selection
method and other application methods of web search data in tourism demand forecasting. Generally
speaking, the hybrid FOA-BP method proposed in this paper provides a new view for short-term
tourism demand forecasting. The proposed method has good prospects in research and application for
tourism management, from which the tourism industry can be healthy and sustainable.
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